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of the June, 1944 Supplement of the U.S.
Postal Guide.

3. A large supply of the forms has been
forwarded from Washington in the ordinary
mail, and distribution will be made to post
masters upon telephone request.

The illustration shown herein shows the
address portion, printed in blue. Undoubt
edly, used examples with Canal Zone stamps
exist but reports of such usage has not
been noted in The Canal Zone Philatelist.

- L.P. Entwistle

The U.S. Administered Areas will be
featured at SESCAL '83 to be held in Los
Angeles, California, October 14, 15, and 16,
1983. Members of the Can'al Zone Study
Group are invited to enter the competition.
Sixteen page frames are available, and a
prospectus can be obtained by writing to
Nancy Bleasdale, P.O. Box· 36035, Los
Angeles, CA 90036.

Misplaced
Surcharge Imprints

By Hugh Cassibry
Surcharge imprints on postal stationery

items often show minor shifts, either up or
down, in relation to the regular stamp on the
item surcharged. Major shifts of imprints,
while not unknown, are scarce, due to the
fact that the surcharging of envelopes
and postal cards was performed under the
direct supervision of a postal employee
and misprinted items were withdrawn and
destroyed. Two misprinted items that
apparently escaped detection by the postal
supervisor are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. A
misplaced imprint on Scott UCS (UPSS A16)
is shown in Fig. 1, while Fig. 2 shows a mis
placed imprint on Scott U18 (UPSS 66).

Prisoner Of War Mail

Fig. 1. Scott ues.

Postal Circular No. 668, dated August 19,
1944, reads as follows:

TO ALL POSTMASTERS:
Air Mail Letters Sheets for Prisoner of

War Mail.
1. There is enclosed herewith a small

supply of air mail letter sheets, Form 111 of
the Provost Marshal General's office, for use
in corresponding with American Prisoners of
War.

2. Postmasters will make free distribution
of the forms to patrons requesting them.
Attention should be called to the fact that the

rate of postage is IS-cents and not 6-cents as'
shown on the form. Information concerning
the use of the forms may be found on page 21

Mail Sale No. 12

This is to remind those of you
wishing to place material in the
twelfth CZSG mail sale that the dead
line for the receipt of lots is July 16,
1983·. Send via registered mail to;

Richard H. Salz
60-27th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94121

MEETING NOTICE
At SESCAL '83, a regional meeting

of the CZSG at the Ambassador Hotel,
Los Angeles, California on Saturday,
October IS, 1983. Time to be an
nounced. Details from David Leeds,
11972 Chalon Rd., Los Angeles, CA
90049.

President's Report
Richard H. Salz

60 Twenty Seventh Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94121

Miscellaneous Jottings
Thanks to Michael Orenstein of Superior

Stamp & Coin Company in Los Angeles,
California for sending out 800 flyers to CZSG
members. This flyer asked if you would like
to receive a copy of their auction catalog
which featured a large selection of Canal
Zone material. The tremendous interest in
Canal Zone philately is evident by the fact
that 318 requests were made. We trust that
the sale was successful.

REMINDER

A heart warming letter from Charles
Adrion who has just joined the CZSG and
has given me permission to quote his letter
in its entirety. It is communications of this
kind which spur on your dedicated officers to
working harder for the CZSG:

"CZSG President
"Dear Mr. Salz;

"I regret to inform you my father, Charles
Adrion, Sr., CZSG #884, died December 9 of
this year. His membership in the CZSG was

(Continued on page 14)
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- Lawson P. Entwistle

POSTAGE AND FEESPAID
u. S.

PANAMA CANAL COMPANY

Fig. 1. New Orleans office rubber stamp.

Apfelbaum; UX9, $4.25($6.00) United Postal
Stationery Society.

Scott No. 47 on Oct. 6, 1920 cover,
attempted flight to Florida, $140 Kaufmann;
85, 109, C5 on 1930 Byrd-Balchen South Pole
flight, cancelled "SS City of New York"
duplex Feb. 19, 1930, signed "Byrd", $325
Kaufmann; C3 (12) on first flight cover
Cristobal to Miami, surface to NY and
Germany and then by Graf Zeppelin back to
NY, $1500 Kaufmann; CZ stamps + US C13,
Cristobal May 22, 1930 to NY, Graf Zeppelin
to Germany, $900 Kaufmann; C11 + US C20,
Cristobal, May 2, 1936, Hindenburg NY to
Frankfort, $350 Kaufmann.

Addresses of above auctioneers (please
mention Canal Zone Philatelist when
writing them): Earl P.L. Apfelbaum Inc.,
2006 Walnut St., Philadelphia, PA 19103;
Matthew Bennett, 29-31 W. Chesapeake
Ave., Baltimore, MD 21204; Danam Stamp
Co., 800 King's Highway North, Cherry
Hill, NJ 08034; Four Star Philatelics, Box
261, Bethel, CT 06801; Harmers of New York
Inc., 6 W. 48th St., New York, NY 10036;
John W. Kaufmann, Inc., 1522 K St., N.W.,
Washington, DC 20005; Daniel F. Kelleher
Co., Inc., 10 Post Office Sq., Suite No. 1230,
Boston, MA 02109; Peter Kenedi, Inc., 755 W.
Big Beaver Rd., Suite 122, Troy, MI 48084;
Robert A. Siegel Auction Galleries, Inc.,
160 E. 56th St., New York, NY 10022;
Richard WoUfers, Inc., 127 Kearny St., San
Francisco, CA 94108.

An internal memorandum found in the
files stored at the Records Agency at Diablo,
dated February 18, 1965, stated:

"On a visit to this office today, Miss .....
(from the New Orleans office) asked that we
consider franking Company mail between
here and New Orleans. She says the New
Orleans office has recently been granted the
franking privilege. In answer to my question
she said this included airmail as well as
regular mail.

" ... Until the New Orleans office gets new
envelopes, they are using a stamp stating:
'Fees paid by U.S. and Panama Canal
Company' " ... (Note: this is not the precise
wording as shown in the example, the
original of which is in the Records Agency's
files).

The example illustrated also has a faint
impression of the New Orleans machine
cancelation with date of February 18, 1965.
The printed corner card shows the envelope
to have come from the Water Transportation
Division, New Orleans Army Terminal.

In the following list the price realized is
given with the catalogue price in parenthesis
as listed in the auction catalogue. The name
of the auction house follows. All items are
unused and without serious defects unless
mentioned otherwise. All prices (except
some under $10) have been rounded to the
nearest dollar.

Scott No.1, strip of 3 on sl. reduced cover,
$1100 ($1400) Kaufmann; 2, bl. of 4, dry og.,
f-vf, $750 ($1000) Bennett; 2, left PAN AMA
2Y.mm below bar, used on piece, $400 ($400)
Kaufmann; 2 on sl. reduced cover, $350 ($350)
Kaufmann; 3a, CAN AL ZONE inverted, ng,
$450 ($450) Four Star; 3, bl. of 4 used on
piece, $1350 ($1500) Kaufmann.

Scott No.4, pI. bl. of 6, hr, $600 ($575)
Kaufmann; 5, $18 ($18) Four Star; 5 on card,
short perf., $42 ($50) Kelleher; 5, pI. bl. of 6, f,
hr, $675 ($575) Kaufmann; 6, pI. bl. of 6, f,
selv. separ., $1500 ($1150) Kaufmann; 7,
pI. bl. of 6, selv. trimmed, $900 ($1450)
Kaufmann; 8, pI. bl. of 6, part og, hinge
reinfor., $1000 ($1750) Kaufmann.

Scott No. 10 on cover, small flaws, $56 ($5)
Kelleher; lOa, bl. of 4, inv. ovp., $950
($800) Bennett; 11, inv. M in bl. of 4, blunt
perfs, $52 ($55) Bennett; 11, 13, bl. of 4 of each
with inv. M, clipped perfs, $115 ($185)
Danam; 15, vf, $1250 ($1800) Siegel; 16 (2),
17, 19 on cover, $120 Apfelbaum; 18, tg as
always, $40 ($50) Four Star;

Scott Nos. 71, 73-80, bl. of 4, trop. og, f-vf,
$700 ($946) Siegel; 71e + 97b, booklet panes
on one cover, $725 ($685) Apfelbaum; 85a,
ZONE ZONE in vert. pr., $475($400) Siegel;
86a, ZONE ZONE in pane of 100, $800
($1150) Kelleher; 89, bl. of 4, $80 ($75)
Kenedi; 90, $11 ($7) Four Star; 91, $6 ($4)
Four Star; 91a (2) + 91c (2) in bl. of 4, ZONE
only and ZONE CAN AL, light toning, $1000
($1800) Kaufmann; 93, bl. of 4, $35 ($22)
Kenedi; 94, bl. of 4, $800 ($1100) Bennett;
142-145, pI. bl. of 6, $50 ($60) Kenedi.

Scott Nos. C7-14, pI. bl. of 6, $160 ($170)
Siegel; C15-20, bl. of 4, $400 ($311) Bennett;
CI5-20, Crosby cachet, FDC, $60 Wolffers;
C08-12, used, $545 ($910) Siegel; C09,
unused, og, lh, $750 Kaufmann; C012, post
ally used, $325 ($200) Kaufmann; C014a, inv.
ovp., $800 ($650) Siegel; 07, bl. of 4. $100
($100) Bennett; 08, used, toning, $350 ($500)
Siegel;

Scott No. UXl, used, $35 ($15)Apfelbaum;
UX4, used, corners creased, $35 ($45)

Scott No. 23a, pro imperf. btwn., $650
($750) Siegel; 31 (2) on cover, "US Sea post,
Canal Zone, Feb. 15, 1918", $68 Kelleher; New Orleans Office of PCC
36b, 10 cts omitted, f, $135 ($150) .Sie~el; Rubber Stamp Frank-~1r$35--{$45)--Foul'-- StaT; 39c, glassme--mt~ -~--
adhers, $400 ($450) Four Star; 3ge, center The New Orleans office of the Panama
inv., $450 ($450) Siegel; 3ge, bl. of 4, center Canal Company used the rubber stamp
inv., T stamps with bend, LL stamp with shown in Fig. 1 in place of stamps starting
crease and rounded corner, $1200 ($1800) apparently early in 1965.
Kaufmann; 46, $220 ($275) Bennett; 46, bl.
of 4, $1200 ($1100) Bennett; 48, vf, $525
($800) Siegel; 51, bl. of 4, perf "P", left two
stamps with double punch, $575 Kaufmann;
54, bl. of 4, f-vf, $500 ($700) Bennett; 57,
bl. of 4, dry og, vg-f, $950 ($900) Bennett; 66,
used, $52 ($75) Four Star; 67, vf, $675 ($700)
Siegel; 69, bl. of 4, $40 ($35) Kenedi.

The Canal Zone Philatelist
(USPS 556-140)

A.P.S. Affiliate No. 42
Gilbert N. Plass, Editor

P.O. Box 9973
College Station, Texas 77840

The Canal Zone Philatelist(USPS 556-140)
is published quarterly for $5.00 per year
which includes membership in the Canal
Zone Study Group, 10,000 East Broadway,
Tucson, AZ 85748. Second-class postage paid
at Tucson, AZ. Send subscriptions, changes
of address and complaints of non-delivery to
the Secretary, Alfred R. Bew, 29 S. South
Carolina Ave., Atlantic City, NJ 08401.
Subscriptions are $5.00 per year which
includes membership in the Canal Zone
Study Group.

Display advertising accepted from CZSG
members only at the following rates per
insertion:

one column, two inches $10.00
one column, five inches 20.00
two columns, five inches 35.00

No larger advertisements than above are
accepted. Remittance must accompany copy.
Deadline for ads, first day of Mar., June,
Sept., Dec. Advertising copy should be sent to
William T. Moore, Advertising Manager,
1357 Lori Lane, Ogden, UT 84404. Manu
scripts for publication should be sent to
Gilbert N. Plass, Editor, at address given
above.

Copyright 1983
The Canal Zone Study Group

--Auctions--
By Gilbert N. Plass

During the late fall and early winter a
number of the rarer Canal Zone stamps were
offered at auction. Two copies of the popular
Scott No. 157a, Thatcher Bridge omitted,
were sold at auction. The two copies (both
very fine and nh) were offered by Apfelbaum
and by Kaufmann and broug-ht identical
prices, $9500 compared to a catalogue price
of $12,000. A remarkable block of four of the
rare Scott No. 15 showing all three types of
the figure "8" offered by Harmer of NY was a
bargain at $6000 compared to catalogue of
$8000.

Kaufmann in its December sale offered a
number of rare items including the following:
No. 22a, horiz. pr., imperf. between, sel.
trimmed, which brought $1500 compared to
$1600 catalogue. The popular inverted
center, No. 22g, brought $1800, over the
catalogue of $1750. A block of 10 with
imprint of No. 46 with gum bends and selv.
separation brought $2600 compared to
catalogue of $2750. An imprint block of
10 of No. 48 with interleaving gum dist., and
a crease in sel., only brought $6750 compared
to $8600 catalogue. A pair of No. 67a (ZONE
CANAL) with No. 67b (ZONE only) with a
small thin on 67a brought $2900 compared to
$3200 catalogue. A block of four of No. 67a
with CANAL printed on selv. brought $2900
compared to $3200 catalogue. A copy of
No. C014a, inverted ovp., brought $1200,
almost double catalogue price of $650.
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Fig. 87. Pas. 95, third stage.

Fig. 85. Pas. 93, third stage.

Pas. 93. There are nice breaks on both Al
and A2 on all five stages. The break on Al is
in the center ofthe horizontal stroke, while on
A2 the left portion of the serif at the lower left
is missing (Fig. 85, stage three). There are
also two small breaks at top center and
bottom center on the E on all five stages,
although these are not always visibie when
there is heavy inking. Al (2, 3, 4, 5, 6); A2
(2, 3, 4, 5, 6); E (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).

Fig. 86. Pas. 94, third stage.

Fig. 84. Pas. 91, sixth stage.

it appears clean again, but with two breaks,
one at center and one at lower left (Fig. 82,

stage two; Fig. 83, stage four; Fig. 84, stage
six). The E is broken at the bottom just to the
left of the vertical stroke of the E on stages
two and three. This break is still visible on
stage four and in addition the lower left serif
is missing. The original break is not visible on
stages five and six, but the serif is still
missing. Al (2 - break at center); Alf (3, 4,
5S); Al (6 - breaks at center and lower left);
E (2, 3, 4 - break llt lower center); E (4, 5; 6
missing serif at lower left).

Fig. 82. Pas. 91, second stage.

Fig. 83. Pas. 91, fourth stage.

Fig. 81. Pas. 88, third stage.

Pas. 91. This is a somewhat complicated
position. Al has a break in the center of stage
two, which cannot be seen on later stages.
This letter is partially filled-in on stage three
and completely filled-in at the center on stage
four and some of stage five. Then on stage six

Fig. 80. Pas. 87, fourth stage.

Pos. 87. Both Al and A2 became progres
sively filled with dirt as the printing of the
stages progressed. On some stamps of stages
two and three Al is thicker than normal on
the right stroke and becomes almost or
entirely filled-in in the center on stages four,
five, and six. Al is thick and filled-in at the
center on stages four, five, and six (Fig. 80,
stage 4). Alf (2S, 3S, 4, 5, 6); A2f (4, 5, 6).

Pos. 88. There is a large break at the bottom
right of the Z completely detaching the serif
on all five stages (Fig. 81, stage three).
Strangely on some copies from stage four this
break seems to nearly fill-in. Z (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).

I

heavily inked overprints (Fig. 79, stage
three). Al (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).

Fig. 77. Pas. 79, Sixth stage.

Fig. 76. Pas. 78, third stage.

Fig. 78. Pos. 81, third stage.

Pos. 81. There is a nice break at the lower

right of E detaching the serif from the rest
of the letter. This occurs on all five stages
(Fig. 78, stage three). E (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).

Fig. 79. Pos. 84, third stage.

Pas. 84. There are two breaks on Al on all
five stages. The larger break is at the upper
left, while a smaller one is in the center on
the cross bar and may not be visible on

Pas. 79, The C is broken at the upper left on
all five stages. Only on stage six is there a
large break in Al at the lower left just below
the horizontal bar of the A. The lower left
serif of E becomes an upward hook on stage
six (Fig. 77, stage six). C (2, 3, 4, 5, 6); Al
(6); E (6).

Third Series of 1904
By Gilbert N. Plass

(Continued from last issue)

Pas. 78. The top left serif of E is missing on
all five stages (Fig. 76. stage three). E (2. 3. 4.
5,6).
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Disposition of Canal Zone
No. 20, and errors

***

Will buy or trade
Canal Zone Covers

LEE H. CORNELL
1021 Douglas Bldg.
Wichita, KS 67202

(316) 262-5222

Relative to Canal Zone 8 on 50' Panama
with Zone surcharge omitted, history of
which is attached - two or three blocks were
presented to friends many years ago and one
block of the error, Zone surcharge omitted,
(Env. #2) was sold to a coffee planter in
Costa Rica for $300.00 which is the only
approximation of value, - Scott gives
$50.00 as the used quotation on No. 19,
supposed to have been surcharged on
Panama stamp No. 74 instead of No. 81 as is
Canal Zone No. 20.

ALL the residue of these stamps were
included in an extensive exchange arrange
ment with Jos. P. Coveleski, a Zone Police

ZONE" but bearing TWO "8 cta" surcharges,
one of which was DIAGONAL.

As to why or how these errors got out, the
writer does not pretend to say. I was rather
young in both years and experience at the
time and entirely devoid of any philatelic
knowledge whatever, in fact. sold a dozen
or more over the counter in routine business
before a customer remarked, "Why, these are
not Canal Zone stamps, they are Panama"
etc. and I did then sense that they must be
something decidedly unusual and laid the
balance of the three sheets away, making no
report lest they be ordered returned for
destruction, and they so remained "out of
sight, out of mind" for a period of more than
two decades. Consequently, to my positive
knowledge, three sheets (of 50), 8' on 50'
Panama, were actually and official issued to
the Canal Zone but with the latter surcharge
omitted and with the lapse oftime"it may now
be taken as a moral certainty that these were
the ONLY such sheets ever in existence.

This then, briefly, is the history of one
of the most, - and to my mind THE most
unusual and interesting emissions of all
Canal Zone stamps. It should be borne in
mind that the only stamped paper available
to Panama immediately upon its secession,
was that on hand at the time and which had
been supplied for the Colombian State of
Panama and the surcharging, both for
Panama and the Zone, was accomplished
under rather chaotic conditions and medio
cre supervision at a none too adequately
equipped plant at Panama City.

_/s/ Gerald D. Bliss, Postmaster
Pedro Miguel, C.Z. 1905-1911

Historical Data
Canal Zone 8¢on 50¢ Panama

Scott's No. 20, and errors

- R.H. Salz

Thanks to Lawson P. Entwistle for sending
in this interesting account of what has been
considered printer's waste and which is still
nothing more than printer's waste. There is
no particular point in making comments, pro
or con, regarding these two articles; thus the
reader will have to make his decision whether
or not to consider the printer's waste any
thing but printer's waste.

The two articles are exactly as written
except that current Scott numbers have been
substituted, and my comments are in
brackets.

stage five. The letter N2 has asmall deforma
tion at upper left with the top of the vertical
stroke curved inward and an extra small blob
of ink where it meets the diagonal stroke,
apparently only on stage three (Fig. 91, stage
three). C (2, 3, 4, 5S, 6); N2 (3).

(Continued in next issue)

Printer's Waste

Included in a requisition of stamps in early
1906, at which time the subscriber was
Postmaster at Pedro Miguel, one of the
early construction camps on the Canal Zone,

--wei'elO sheetsof tfie8--denominati6n, thar
value covering the registration fee at the
time.

In accordance with the "Taft Agreement,"
the Canal Zone must needs use the stamps
of the new Republic of Panama, surcharged
"Canal Zone". (And for which we paid
Panama a 40% of face value.)

As Panama had no 8' denomination nor
necessity for such value, their 50' stamp
was adapted to the emergency by surcharg
ing "8 cts" in addition to the Canal Zone
surcharge. As the FIRST regular adhesive
stamp of the 8' denomination issued or used
by the Republic of Panama was No. 35 which
appeared late in 1906, it is an assured fact
that NO 8' on 50' were distributed by the
Republic nor, supposedly issued without the
Canal Zone surcharge.

Nevertheless, in the requisition mentioned
in first paragraph and received about
January or February 1906 [Scott shows
issued date as September, 1906], there WAS a
sheet of 50 [strange number as stamps were
issued in sheets of 100] bearing the red bar
obliterating "Colombia", and the "Panama"
surcharge on either side and the "8 cts" for
the Canal Zone requirements but WITHOUT
the "Canal Zone" overprint. (Envelope No.2)

To add to the comedy of errors, also
included in same requisition was a sheet of
50 same as above but with bar, Panama and
8 cts surcharges INVERTED. (Envelope
No.3)

And yet again, a third VERY unusual
variation and I believe hitherto unknown in
ANY country, a sheet without "CANAL

Fig. 90. Pos. 96, third stage.

Fig. 91. Pos. 97, third stage.

Pos. 96. At the lower left the left tip of the
serif of Al is missing making the serif too
short on all five stages. The letter N2 is filled
up at the top left between the vertical and
diagonal stroke and there is also an extra
blob of ink farther down the diagonal stroke
near bottom right on stages three and four
and some of two and five(Fig. 90, third stage).
Al (2, 3, 4, 5, 6); N2 (2S, 3, 4, 5S).

Fig. 89. Pos. 95, fifth stage.

Fig. 88. Pos. 95, fourth stage.

Pos. 97. There is a break at the bottom
center of the C on all five stages, although
sometimes filled in with heavy inking on

Pos. 95. The letter Al is filled with foreign
matter mainly at the bottom center on some
of stage two and on all later stages. The
appearance of the letter changes consider
ably with the stage as shown in the figures
(Fig. 87, stage three; Fig. 88, stage four;
Fig. 89, stage five). Alf (28, 3, 4, 5, 6).

Pos. 94. The letter Al is broken at the left
center on all five stages (Fig. 86, stage three).
Al (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).
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Scott's distribution is very flat: from
$35.00 to $65.00. Mine range from $20.00 to
$140.00. Really I think the range ought to
be greater, but I have adjusted for the
"ignorance factor". The "ignorance factor"
dictates that moderately scarce material will
be more appreciated because there is suffi
cient experience with it in the market, while
really rare material will be under appre
ciated because few people have any exper-

While it is true that from October 1, 1944 to
December 31, 1948, 5' was the rate to the
U.S., such covers are not common. But many
"heavy" covers included a 5' stamp to make
up the multiple rates. For examples: 40' plus
5' for a triple rate, or 40' plus 30' plus 5' for
a five-times rate. A proper catalogue value
for the 5' on cover is difficult since there is
really no"standard" 5' cover. Roughly, the 5'
stamp (C01) on cover should catalogue about
one and one half times a 15' (C03) on cover.

The 40' denomination presents a similar
problem, as No. C06 is always found in
conjunction with another denomination.
Theoretically, one could find it alone on cover
(say, four times the 10' rate), but don't hold
your breath. The 40' should catalog at least
double the 15' on cover.

The 20' (C04) is considerably more elusive
than the preceding denominations on cover.
Not only is the 20' uncommon on cover, but
when one does find it there is usually some
thing else special about the cover. The
examples from my collection: 1) the 20' pays
the registry fee; 2) it pays part of the 25' rate
to Columbia; and 3) it appears with the $1.00
denomination paying the eight-times rate.
Since there are very few copies of No. C04
on cover, and since these covers tend to be
non-duplicating, the catalogue value should
be roughly four times the value of the 15'
cover.

Far and away the most difficult airmail
denomination on cover is the $1.00.The $1.00
(C07) was used extensively - postally used
copies off cover are relatively easy to find.
This is the most likely denomination to find
in postally used blocks. But obviously covers
bearing the $1.00 tended to be large and
awkward: most have not been saved as
entires. The number of $1.00's on cover is so
limited that it is difficult to assign a relative
value. There certainly aren't enough to
establish a market, and most covetous
collectors have no idea how very unlikely
it is that they will ever obtain one. I would
conservatively estimate that a $1.00 on cover
should be valued at seven times the value of a
15' on cover.

The present total Scott catalogue value of
Nos. C01 to C07 on cover is $355.00. Arbi
trarily keeping that total, I would suggest a
drastic re-distribution of values:

Catalogue No. and
Denomination Scott's

officer, now deceased and whose intensely
specialized collection of Canal Zone and
Panama was valued at $20,000.00 and
doubtless the most exhaustive extant. The
writer has no information regarding present
location of this collection.

/s/ Gerald D. Bliss, Postmaster
Pedro Miguel, 1905-1911

Scott Catalogue Values of
Officials On Covers

By Tom Brougham
Scott's Specialized Catalogue lists values

for the officials on cover. With few excep
tions, these catalogue values bear little
relationship to the real market value of these
covers or to their value relative to each other.

The only Canal Zone officials which are
readily available on cover are airmail issues.
Most first class official mail to the United
States was sent via airmail. Airmail services
had to be "paid" by stamps - penalty enve
lopes would not suffice. Naturally, most
airmail official covers bear airmail official
stamps.

The regular official stamps are scarce on
cover. Domestic surface official mail could be
carried under penalty frank without any
postage stamps. Much of the surface official
mail which did bear regular official stamps
were large, bulky items: the wrappers from
these have not survived intact.

Nos. COl-7
The officials were in use from April of

1941 to December 31, 1951. During the first
four years of this period the airmail rate to
the U.S. was 15' per ounce. The 15' airmail
rate, and multiples thereof. are the most
common to be found on coversbearing official
stamps.

Covers bearing Scott No. C03 (15') exist
in relatively generous numbers, with a range..
of cancellations and auxiliary markings ..
Occasionally, one such cover will stand out
from the rest due to an interesting cancella
tion, "corner card", censor marking, etc.
But a $35.00 catalogue value seems high for
the run-of-the-mill No. C03 cover. These
covers frequently sell under catalogue, and so
they should.

The 10' denomination (C02) is also rather
common on cover. A large number (compara
tively) of Money Order Business Covers
bearing No. C02 addressed to Costa Rica
were saved. While the 10' is not as common
as the 15', the uniformity of the Costa Rican
covers makes them less interesting. After
April 1, 1945, the airmail rate to the U.S.
dropped to 10' per ounce. This kind of 10'
cover is considerably less common than the
Costa Rican covers.

The 30' denomination (C05) is fairly
common on cover - it paid the double rate. A
relatively large proportion of official covers
exceeded one ounce - multiple rates are not
unusual. A typical 30' cover might be appro
priately valued at about one and one half
times the value of a 15' cover.

The 5' airmail official (C01) is usually seen
in. conjunction with other denominations.

C01 (5')
C02 (10')
C03 (15')
C04 (20')
C05 (30')
C06 (40')
C07 ($1.00)

$50.00
50.00
35.00
65.00
45.00
60.00
50.00

My suggested
values

$30.00
20.00
20.00
80.00
30.00
40.00

140.00

ience with it and no one has any stake in
creating a market. No dealer much cares
what I suggest as the value for No. C07 on
cover: dealers are unlikely to have one to
sell. But my observation on the value of the
most common - No. C03 - is more pertinent
and undoubtedly steps on a few toes. Dealers
do have No. C03 covers. You couldbuy thirty
such covers today if you put your mind and
your checkbook to it. I doubt if you could buy
one sound No. C07 cover if your life depended
on it. Only the "market" can determine
whether a No. C03 cover is "worth" $35.00
or $20.00. But it is NOT arbitrary to say that
a No. C07 cover is worth many times more
than a No. C03 cover when the demand and
the supply are so lopsided.

Nos. C08-12
The catalogue values for Type II airmail

officials on cover present a similar problem.
The most common cover is the 30' (COIl)
which is found alone paying the double rate
or in combination with other denominations
on large envelopes. At $175.00 catalogue
value, this seems far too much. Consider
that No. COIl (30') is probably at least 10
times more common than No. C07 ($1.00)on
cover. Why should it catalogue three times as
much as a much scarcer cover? Anybody
want to trade even?

The 10' (C09) is relatively common also:
it is seen alone on covers to Costa Rica and in
combination with other denominations to the
U.S. Ironically, this stamp off cover cata
logues more than the other values because so
many were actually used. The cancelled
to-order version is thus harder to find than
the other cancelled-to-order denominations.
But postally-used copes are more common
than those ofthe 5',20" or 40' denominations.

This 10' (C09) is something of a pest. When
it appears on otherwise interesting covers
with "cheap" stamps, it elevates the prices
enormously. It is maddening to have to pay
an additional $300.00 for a cover because of
a No. C09 when what one really wants is
another, far scarcer stamp but with a lower
catalogue value. This happens more often
than you would think.

The 5' (C08) and the 40' (C012) are chal
lenging items to find on cover. They should
catalogue significantly more than No. C09
on cover. The most difficult is the 20'
(C010) - I do not have one on cover, nor do I
know of one. Scott really has no business
publishing any catalogue value for No. C010
on cover since there has not been a public
offering of this item in many years - if ever.
Does it exist?

No. C014
The 6' denomination was the last issued:

6' per ounce was the airmail rate to the U.S.
from January 1949 to December 1951. This
stamp is moderately easy to find oncover. An
appropriate catalog value would be about one
and one half times the 15' (C03) value.
Interestingly, the large bulky covers fre
quently seen from the early 1940's do not
occur in this later period. I have not seen

(Continued on page 15)
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Secretary's Report
Alfred R. Bew

29 S. South Carolina Ave.
Atlantic City, NJ 08401

The membership total as of March 1, 1983,
stands at 909. Included in that total are 97
members who have not renewed their
membership. These names will be removed
from the mailing list and will not receive the
second quarter CZP. But they will be
contacted by the round-up committee and a
tally of our success in lassoing these run
aways will be included in the 3rd quarter
report.

As you read in the President's Report the
CZSG membership list has been computer
ized. Should your address label not be correct
would you please notify me. Also, we beg of
our members that they report immediately
when they change their address as the cost of
"Return Postage Guaranteed" added to the
postage for mailing a CZP to your new
address has gone sky high! Thanks for your
cooperation on this important matter.

This space left
intentionally blank

This space left
intentionally blank

This space left
intentionally blank

President's Report 
(Continued from page 9)

probably his most enjoyable activity in later
life.

"He liked to note that he was born in 1914
- the year of the Canal opening. He had been
a CZ collector for over 50 years and could
show me stamps and blocks in his stock books
which he had ordered from the CZ 'Agency' a
half century ago.

"I am interested in joining the CZSG,
please send me the paperwork.

"Thank you for helping my Dad more fully
enjoy his stamps.

"Very truly yours,
/s/ Charles Adrion, Jr."

Weare pleased to announce that Editor
Plass's plea for an Advertising Manager
has been answered. William T. Moore, 1357
Lori Lane, Ogden, UT 84404 has taken the
job. Many thanks Bill for your help. Now
those of you who wish to put advertisements
in the CZP be sure and send copy and
payment to Bill. And remember, your ad
must be accompanied by payment otherwise
it will not appear in print!

Do you notice a slight change in the font
used in printing this issue of the CZP?
Maybe you also spied that the "THE" in the
heading has been straightened out. Your
board of Directors, the E xecu ti ve Com mittee,
and your Editor have all approved the
change of printer which has just been made.
A letter of thanks for all the many years of
printing done by the Himes Printing
Company of State College, Pennsylvania
has been forwarded. We now welcome our
new printer - The Owl Printing Company of
Tucson, Arizona (they printed Lawson
Entwistle's postal marking book). Note the
increase in detail in the illustrations - this is
a result of a 133-line screen compared to the
previous 100-line screen. Also you might be
interested in knowing that the CZP was
printed from "hot" type (linotype) but is now
printed by offset. We also have modernized

-14-

our membership list - it is now on a
computer. This will save Al Bew many hours
of work. Please help him by sending in your
change of address promptly. Kindly bear
with us during this change of printers as it
will possibly take a few issues to straighten
out all the details.

One of the hard workers involved in this
change of printers is Lawson P. Entwistle.
He has attended to all the many details
involved in having our Second Class mailing
permit transferred from State College,
Pennsylvania to Tucson, Arizona. And he has
volunteered to be our new Business Manager,
replacing James T. DeVoss. The membership
of the CZSG thanks both of you for all the past
work and that coming up in the future.

Winners
Congratulations to the following award

winners. At ESPAMER '82 in San Juan,
Puerto Rico, a Silver to Raymond W. Ireson,
"The Panama Canal Story." At ARPIEX '83
in Tucson, Arizona, a Vermeil and the APS
1900-40 award to Lawson P. Entwistle,
"Canal Zone 1904-1924 - Specialized, Some
of the Many Errors and Varieties." At
FILATELIC FIESTA in San Jose, Califor
nia, a Vermeil to Tom Brougham, "Canal
Zone Airmail Usage, 1928-1951."

Silver Bronze Medal
The Canal Zone Philatelist was entered

in the First International Exhibition of
Philatelic Literature held in Milan, Italy
in_the fall 0£1982. We are pleased to report
that it received a Silver Bronze Medal in the
competition with philatelic journals from
all over the world.

Scott No. 59
Spacing Variety

Del Parker reports that he has a block of
four of Scott No. 59, one stamp with a 10 mm
spacing instead of a normal 9Y2mm.

Thanks!
Members of the Canal Zone Study Group:

I wish to thank the dozens of members who
took the time and effort to write me on the
recent postal markings book, but I do wish to
remind everyone that its success was due to
the cooperation of the members.

I shall also appreciate any corrections and
additions that members can supply.

- Lawson P. Entwistle
10,000 East Broadway

Tucson, AZ 85748

Scott No. C49a Booklet Shift
Robert Ames reports that he has found one

pane of a booklet of Scott No. C49a, 11' stamp
with the entire black printing shifted 1Y2mm
higher than normal and thus partially into
the top white margin. Even though printed
by the Giori press, the two colors were
printed on separate passes through the press
so that color shifts of this sort are possible
and have been reported.



Expenses over income ...................................•.......••........•....................•............. (527)
Balance, January 1. 1982 .................•...................•.........•..........•....................... 50,141

Balance, December 31, 1982 .........••.........•........•....................•........•.........•.... $49,614

Canal Zone Study Group
1982 Financial Statement

Assets, December 31, 1982

Checking (NOW) account ......•....................................................•.......•............... $2,804
Savings account ......................•...........•••.......•.............................•.............. 24,152
Certificate of deposit ..............................•...................................................... 22,658

Total assets, as above .......•....................................................................•.... 49,614

Unpaid bills at December 31, 1982 were $419.

NOTK Mail Sale No. 11 re,ul\<;;

Lotssold .............................•..........••........•........•........ $58,751
Payments to vendors ..............•..........•.................................... 52,876

CZSG commission (10%) ..........••.................................................................. $5,875
Expenses: Printing ..............•..........•...................•.................... 1,163

Postage ...............•.............•..................................... 1,550
Miscellaneous .............•........•.•........•........................... 411. .....•...... 3,124--- ---
Proceeds to CZSG ....................................••..........•............................. $2,751

Officials on Cover 
(Continued from page 13)

multiples of the 6<rate - only single stamps
on cover.

second, the Study Group would be expected
to maintain a booth during the show where
we would have information about our activ
ities and sell our literature.

And if we really want to get fancy, we could
conduct a CZSG auction at the show 
remember, we have six years to prepare!

The very first step toward such an event
is to asseS8 the interest among CZSG
members - and particularly among poten
tial exhibitors. If you would be interested
in participating, please let me hear from you
(Box 443, Berkeley, CA 94703). If there is
sufficient support, we can put together a
formal proposal for the Study Group to
sponsor such an effort.

Nos. 01-9

French Panama Canal Bonds
A limited number of Canal Inter

oceanque De Panama Bonds, a rare
reminder of the first effort for the canal,
are available:
1. 1880 - 500 Francs, two stamps

and 12 coupons $75.00
2. 1888 - 400 Francs, no stamps,

excellent condition $40.00
JOHN P. BEALL

5319 Springton, Spr·ing, TX 77373
(713) 370-2316

The catalogue values assigned by Scott
for the regular officials on cover are stagger
ingly preposterous.

The highest value has been given to No. 03
- the 5<steams hovel design. But this is far
and away the most common of the regular
officials on cover. None of the regular
officials are plentiful on cover. A $100.00
catalogue value for No. 03 on cover is not
inappropriate. But it is definitely the most
common. Indeed, if one were to take all covers
with regular officials, well over half would
have No. 03.

The remaining regular officials are so
scarce that it is risky to try to assign relative
values. The 1<(01), 3' (02), and 20<(06) pop
up occasionally - usually on pretty ratty
covers. The 10' (04) and the 5' Stevens (09)
are even scarcer. The 15' (05) and 50' (07) go
right off the scale.

Scott's total catalogue value for Nos. 01 to
09 on cover is $310.00 - less than the value
for a No. C09 cover. I'm sure that any
advanced collector of official covers worthy
of the name would cheerfully trade a No. C09
cover for one bearing 05 and/or 07; I cer
tainly would. In my opinion, the regular
officials ought to catalogue on cover roughly
between $75.00 and $300.00 each.

Many of Scott's catalogue values for
officials on cover have lagged behind actual
market value. More importantly, they are
terribly out of whack relative to one another.
Scott would do well to freeze its values for

16.955

......... $16,428

3,783
905

11,438
28

546
146
109 ..

. . . .. ..•. . . .. . .. (45,000)

.....•... .. $ 4,614

4,938
2,751

858
790

232 .....•....... 1,880

$1,726
703

2,144
2,286 $6,859

other Canal Zone exhibitors for awards by
judges selected for their knowledge of Canal
Zone. Even the most advanced of Canal Zone
specialists would get to see new items and
learn new information from a gathering of
the best Canal Zone exhibits from around
the country.

Such a show would attract the Canal Zone
dealers - if not actually in the formal bourse,
then certainly "upstairs" in the informal
bourse held in the hotel rooms at most

major shows. A lot of material would change
hands, and that would make both collectors
and dealers very happy.

On the West Coast, we have had an annual
regional CZSG meeti ng at Westpex for many
years. It would be a very suitable show.
Westpex is usually booked six years in
advance - so we would have plenty oftime to
prepare after we schedule. An East Coast
show could - indeed, should - also be
organized.

To be the featured group at a major show
like Westpex entails two major obligations:
first, the Canal Zone Study Group would be
expected to fill at least 96 frames with first
class exhibits plus a "Court of Honor" exhibit;

Sales: Book - "Postal Markings" .
Publications - .

Advertising ....................•••.........••............

Interest .

Mail Sale proceeds, see note below ..

Unrestricted Amount .....

Expenses:
CZP: Printing & Postage .
Membership, Publicity, Officers' Expenses .............•........•......................
Books: "Postal Markings" ............................•.........•.........•.......•.....

"Stamps of the Canal Zone" .. ' .
Cumulative index to CZP ..........................•...........•.......................

Reprints of publications for resale ..........•.....................•.•.................•.
Miscellaneous .

Reserved for Publication Fund .

Income:
Dues: 1982: Regular .

Contributing & Sustaining _ .
1983: Regular .

Contributing & Sustaining .. , .

A Canal Zone Show?
By Tom Brougham

The Canal Zone Study Group has grown to
an astonishing size, interest in Canal Zone
collecting continues to increase, the market
in Canal Zone material defies the general
slump in current philatelic prices, and CZSG
members are winning awards at philatelic
exhibits all around the country. And yet
there has never been, to my knowledge, any
major philatelic show where Canal Zone has
been the featured collecting area.

Many national and regional shows select a
different country each year as the "theme"
of their show. I would like to suggest that the
CZSG arrange to be the featured group at one
or more suitable shows. There are advantages
for Canal Zone collectors, Canal Zone dealers,
and Canal Zone exhibitors alike. And it
would be fun!

For exhibitors, such a show would be a rare
opportunity to be seen by a large and appre
ciative audience (including especially their
peers: no one can appreciate or criticize a
Canal Zone exhibit as intensely as another
Canal Zone exhibitor) and to compete with

Richard F. Larkin. Treasurer
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WISH TO BUY

CZ 13, 14, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23
Unused or used, varieties,

multiples and on cover

J.K. Mansfield
P.O, Box 25327

Georgetown P.O.
Washington, DC 20007

covers of Nos. C01, C02, C03, C05, C06,
C09, COlI, C014, and 03. Moderate in
creases are in order for Nos. C08 and C012.
Large increases are due for Nos. C04, C07,
and especially 01-2, 04-7, and 09. Such
adjustments would restore a little internal
consistency to a market seriously disrupted
by the current "unreal" catalogue values.

Of course, if anyone believes the present
Scott values are sound, I'd be very happy to
trade some material with them. I'm never
adverse to taking advantage of someone
who has been fairly warned.

Second Time Around
Thanks to CZSG member John Blessington

for sending in this report which appeared in
Stamp Collecting, August 15, 1925.

- R.H. Salz

-"Panama' .,:--Ganal-Zone.
A REMARKABLE ERROR."
"A REMARKABLE error - one of the

most peculiar in the history of philately - is
brought to light in the July number of 'Scott's
Monthly Journal' - sixteen years after the
issuing of the stamp. The error is the 5 cents
deep blue and black of the Canal Zone series
of 1909-10 containing the portrait of the 2
cents vermilion and black of the same series.
We are indebted to our New York confrere
for the following details:

" 'This is the first stamp that has ever
been discovered that has a combination of
the design of two stamps. There have, of
course, been instances of stamps in which
designs have in error been inverted, but
such designs were in their correct places
even though appearing upside down. In the
case of the Canal Zone error now discovered,

COLLECTIONS BOUGHT & SOLD

THE CONROY
PHilATELIC COMPANY

Specializing 'in
Canal Zone Postage

J.A. CONROY- CZSG No, 967
P.O. BOX 81

WEST READING,CT 06896

the design was actually misplaced - a design
appearing on a stamp other than the one on
which it was intended to go....

" 'How many of these errors exist? So far
as we know, only one copy exists - the copy
in the possession of the Scott Stamp & Coin
Co. Mr. John N. Luff, editor of Scott's Ameri
can Standard Catalog, and who is recognized
by philatelists as the world's foremost
authority on stamps, declares that this 5c.
stamp with the portrait of the 2c. is a genuine
postage stamp.

" 'Since the recent discovery of this error,
the Scott Company have examined from
20,000 to 25,000 copies of the 5c. of the 1909
10 series, and they all have been found with
the correct portrait.

" 'The error's value? That cannot yet be
determined. If no other copies are brought
to light it is safe to assume that this one
known error should be worth several thou
sand dollars. If other copies are found, [there
are 9 recorded copies, all used] the value of
this one would of course be lessened. [1982
Scott Specialized $5,000.]

" 'It is easy, inasmuch as the stamp is a
two-colour one, to guess how this error was
made. Two plates were necessary in the
making of the stamp - one for the frame
work in deep blue, the other for the portrait
in black. The portrait of the .2c. is black also.
In printing bi-coloured stamps it is custom
ary to print first a quantity of sheets from
the head plate. After these have dried, the
impressions from the frame plate are added.
Apparently a sheet with the impressions of
the 2c. head became mixed with a sheet of the
5c.-~head_and subsequently received the
impression of the 5c. frame.

" 'That being so, then at least one full sheet
of the 5c. error stamps must have been run off
and, having escaped the attention of the
printers, was allowed to get outside the plant
where the stamps were printed [the Ameri
can Bank Note Company]. The question then
is, what has became [sic] of all the other
errors? Was the sheet of which this one error
is a part discovered at a Canal Zone post office
after the one error was sold across the
counter, and subsequently destroyed? Or did
other copies of the stamp reach the public
only to be destroyed after being used on
letters?

" 'The one known error in Scott's possession
is in cancelled condition and is not on the
original envelope. There is every indication
that it prepaid postage through the mails.
Perhaps it has been kicking around in various

WANTED - AIRMAIL COVERS 1923-79
Generous prices paid for airmail covers to
foreign countries, unusual usage, mixed
frankings, multiple rates, etc. I am also
interested in the following on cover: C1,
C2, C4, C18, C20, C26, C29, C31, C32, C35,
C39, C40, C41, C04, CO?, C08, C01O,
UC2 mint and used UC5, UC7, UC12, UXC1-5,
and any perf 'Po

I am looking for real and correct usage of
stamps and rates. I do NOT want First Flights,
FCD's, or other "made up" cover. I have
material to trade.

TOM BROUGHAM
BOX 443 BERKELEY, CA
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collections during the past fifteen years. Its
discovery now isjust a bitofa sensation in the
philatelic world - and will start collectors
and dealers everywhere examining their
copies of the 5c. in the hope of finding one or
more copies of the error.' "

Official Stamps
John Ross writes in his column "Stamp

Market Tips" in "Stamps": "Collectors of
Canal Zone stamps appreciate the fact that
most issues are difficult to find, and in my
opinion, many are still underpriced. A good
buy at today's prices is the first set of Air Mail
Officals issued in March 1941, Scott Nos.
COl-7. The 30c value has the lowest print
ing, a total of 22,100 copies was issued. Many
sets were sold cancelled to order, thus mint
sets are not easy to find anymore. Scott's
Catalog for 1983 upped its price to $74.50
from $62.50 in last year's Catalog. Dealers
are willing to pay around $55.00 and their
asking price recently has increased to
around $80.00 for a well-centered set.
Considering the strong demand for all issues
of the Canal Zone, I believe that this set has a
very good chance to advance in price."

The use of official stamps was discontinued
on Dec. 31, 1951 and the stamps were
declared invalid for postage. It was decided
to sell unused official stamps to the general
public beginning on Jan. 2, 1952 for a three
month period.

The exact quantity sold of the unused
stamps is in the Canal Zone records and was
reported here in Vol. 17, p. 11 (1981). Only
3,933 complete unused sets of the regular
officials can exist (this was the issued quan
tity for Scott No. 07, 50'), while there can
only be 4,441 complete unused sets of the
airmail officials (the issued quantity of Scott
No. C07, $1).

Canal Zone No. 15
8~on 50~Bistre Brown

Only 500 Issued
Extremely fine, full slightly tropical

O.g., with P.F. cert. (for block of 4),
BEAUTY! Net $2,250.

Very fine by superb, mint, o.g., n.h.,
with A.P.S. Cert. photocopy (for block
of 4), shows "A" error in misplaced
"PANAMA" ovpt., Immaculate.
Net $2,500

WHAT ELSE DO YOU NEED IN
ELUSIVE CANAL ZONE?

WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE
ON APPROVAL?

Satisfaction or Immediate Refund
Gladly Sent on Approval with References
Installment Payment Terms If Desired

(No Interest or Carrying Charges)

Jack E. Molesworth, Inc.
SPA 88 Beacon Street APS

Boston, Mass. 02108
CSA Phone (617) 523-2522 CZSG


